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The September Issue
TAKE A PEEK BEHIND THE SHADED EYES OF ANNA WINTOUR AND THE HALLWAYS OF VOGUE

We all know her fictionalized character has been called the
Devil (sporting designer duds). But even before the title
credits roll in The September Issue, Vogue editrix Anna
Wintour is referred to as both “the pope” and “ice woman.”
There’s probably a bit of truth to both.

However, what may be most shocking to those aware of
Ms. Wintour’s reputation as the Satan of the style
universe are the few (and we mean few) glimpses of flesh-
and-blood vulnerability she reveals in R.J. Cutler’s
documentary. (These come in moments she shares with
her daughter Bee Schaffer and, most poignantly, when she
recounts to the camera that her siblings find what she
does for a living “amusing.”)

In a nutshell, the film focuses on the making of American
Vogue’s 2007 record-busting September issue (a très fat
840 pages). As the revered – and feared – leader sitting
atop the Vogue masthead for just over two decades,
Wintour plays the starring role.

Watch Anna watch fashion shows. Watch Anna ax style
spreads. Watch Anna make designers (and staffers) quake in
her presence. Watch Anna be chauffeured around
Manhattan. Watch Anna sip Starbucks. You get the picture.

No matter whether you’re a slave to fashion or have no
clue what the difference is between haute couture and

prêt-à-porter, you will be sucked into this delicious film.
Like most great cinema, it’s ultimately about people, their
foibles, triumphs and failures. (Of course, the gorgeous
designer frocks, otherworldly models and equally beatific
Manhattan and European cityscapes don’t hurt.)

Cutler’s genius (as it was in his brilliant political doc The
War Room) is the incredible intimacy he is able to create
between subjects and viewers. Watching Wintour on
screen, especially in the quieter moments, is fascinating.
Not just because her famously perfect bob is always that,
or just because every outfit she wears is worthy of being
featured in the pages of her magazine. It’s because we get
to see beyond the cartoonish image of a vague figure, a
cold, bitchy sunglassed icon of fashion. Finally, we see her
eyes – without the shades meant to shield her from being
seen, being known. Those hazel-y blue eyes speak volumes.

But, alas, Wintour does not toil alone at the most elite
style glossy. The foil to her cold, English aloofness is the
romantic, sensitive and stubborn Grace Coddington,
Vogue’s longtime creative director, known for her
trademark long red mane. Indeed, it’s the palpable tension
between the two talents, who coincidentally started at the
magazine on the very same day all those years ago, which
serves as the foundation for this behind-the-scenes peek at
fashion at its best. And (thankfully) at its worst.

Gail Goldberg


